
Bible III (HONORS) Summer Assignment!
Welcome to SUMMER!

I am glad you've finished up strong in Bible II and are ready to go for Bible III Honors! Below is the

information for your Honors Summer Assignment. I wanted to get this information to you early so that

you'd have time to schedule and not stress (and not procrastinate). There's plenty of time to complete

this, so don't stress right now. REST UP! You've earned it!

If you have any questions, even about answers or understanding what the assignment is communicating,

please ask! I will gladly respond to emails all summer long.

- Mr. Bingham (jbingham@hpcacougars.org)

Directions
Directions: This assignment will consist of watching 10 videos (4 are short). You will have a question

sheet for each video. Video links are below, and the questions pages should be linked on the website

that brought you to this page. You will watch the video and pause occasionally to fill in answers on your

question sheet. Feel free to watch the videos as many times as necessary to complete the assignment.

Please do not google answers or attempt to take short cuts (you're in honors, right?).

Procrastination: The purpose of this assignment is to get you familiar with the structure and basic

message of the New Testament. If you take your time and do the assignment over several days, then you

will help yourself to gain the understanding this assignment is meant to give. If you procrastinate, then

honors isn’t for you.

Grading: This assignment will be due to Mr. Bingham by 3pm of the 2nd Friday of the school year. Each

page will be graded individually, then averaged together for a test grade. Treat this as a take-home test

to start off the school year. If it is not completed, the grade issued will be a zero and no late grade

assignments will be accepted.

Honor policy: It would be unwise to “collaborate” with other students on this assignment. As you are

signing up for honors, the work should be your own. You are expected to watch the videos to obtain all

answers; googling answers is unacceptable. It would not do well to start off your year with a mark of

dishonesty or cheating against you. Cheating results in a zero (this is a test grade).



Video Links:

Video for assignment 1 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiWc4ETb2wg
Video for assignment 2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pu8_FrYK790
Video for assignment 3 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mki4Ee3vPhA
Video for assignment 4 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktaw8CDO9xs
Video for assignment 5 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYZonFyT0eg
Video for assignment 6 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0BrP8bqj0c
Videos for assignment 7 (shorter videos)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44x0-oqQMBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NxEYqGm4eo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_QSZdCiWDU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFTwPxuPSH4
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